Recent work (Cohen & Welling, 2016a) has shown that generalizations of convolutions, based on group theory, provide powerful inductive biases for learning. In these generalizations, filters are not only translated but can also be rotated, flipped, etc. However, coming up with exact models of how to rotate a 3 × 3 filter on a square pixel-grid is difficult. In this paper, we learn how to transform filters for use in the group convolution, focussing on roto-translation. For this, we learn a filter basis and all rotated versions of that filter basis. Filters are then encoded by a set of rotation invariant coefficients. To rotate a filter, we switch the basis. We demonstrate we can produce feature maps with low sensitivity to input rotations, while achieving high performance on MNIST and CIFAR-10.
Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are now the model of choice for many perceptual recognition tasks, such as image recognition (Russakovsky et al., 2015) or semantic segmentation (Cordts et al., 2016) . Among all the architectural innovations of recent years, a key component has not changed: the convolution. Convolutions constrain a mapping to have translational symmetry (Cohen & Welling, 2016a) . This has proven to be a significant inductive bias, and has added bonuses of reducing the number of trainable weights via weight-tying. As such, CNNs have improved sample complexity (Sokolic et al., 2017) and thus better generalization compared to their non-symmetric cousins.
Recently, there has been a flurry of works (Cohen & Welling, 2016a; b; Worrall et al., 2017; Worrall & Brostow, 2018; Bekkers et al., 2018; Weiler et al., 2018b; a; Esteves et al., 2018) on extending the class of symmetries beyond pixelwise translations. Most notably Cohen & Welling (2016a) group convolutions extend standard translational convolution to the setting where the symmetry is a discrete algebraic group (explained in Section 2.2). In other words, these are convolutions over invertible transformations, so kernels are not only translated but also rotated, flipped, etc.
One of the key assumptions with Cohen & Welling (2016a) and associated approaches is that the set of transformations forms a group. We cannot pick an arbitrary set of transformations. For instance, in Cohen & Welling (2016a) the authors choose the group of pixelwise translations, 90
• rotations, and flips, that is the set of all transformations that map the regular square-lattice into itself; and in Hoogeboom et al. (2018) the authors consider the set of all transformations that map the hexagonal lattice into itself. However, in general the set of 2π N rotations for integer N and pixelwise translations does not form a group because of pixelwise discretization, yet in Bekkers et al. (2018) and Weiler et al. (2018b) , the authors use these sets of transformations. Their line of thought is to model roto-translations in the continuous setting and then discretize post hoc. To synthesize rotating a filter, they apply bilinear interpolation (Bekkers et al., 2018) or a Fourier-based interpolation scheme (Weiler et al., 2018b) . Both of these methods suffer from the fact that the post hoc discretization is not accounted for by the interpolation schemes employed.
Our solution is to learn an interpolation scheme to transform the filters, which accounts for this post hoc discretization. Our proposal is to learn a space of filters and transformed versions of this space. A filter at one orientation is defined by its coefficients in a chosen basis. It can then be rotated by changing the basis, while keeping the coefficients unchanged. As a result, this is a generalized version of weighttying. Since the bases are learned, we do not explicitly define a transformation rule on the filters. This avoids some of the overlooked flaws of handcrafted transformations.
Our contributions are:
• We present an expanded definition of the group convolution, with a new proof of equivariance.
• We pinpoint the spurious non-equivariance properties of existing roto-translational group CNNs down to the non-unitarity of the filter transformations used.
• We present a generalized weight-tying method, where
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In Section 2 we cover background material on group convolutions, in Section 3 we explain our method to learn how to rotate filters, and in Section 4 we present experiments on MNIST and CIFAR-10 comparing classification accuracy and robustness under rotations of the input.
Background
Here, we introduce discrete group convolutions. We present them from a novel perspective for freshness and to elucidate the leap from handcrafted transformations to learning them.
Standard convolutions
The standard translational convolution 1 has the form
where f is a signal (image) and ψ is a filter, both defined on domain Z d . It can be interpreted as a collection of inner products of signal f with g-translated versions of filter ψ. To emphasize (and generalize) this translational behavior, we rewrite the filter shift using the translation operator L g :
In this form, we notice a characteristic property of the convolution. Each of the responses is indexed by the amount of translation g. Notice too that L g is indexed by a translation parameter g, so we actually have a set of operators {L g } g∈G , where G is the set of all transformations. Here, the domain of the output response of the convolution is G = Z d . A fundamental property of the convolution is that it is equivariant to translations . This is the behavior that translations of the input f result in translations of the response [f Z d ψ]. We write this as
which highlights the commutativity between convolution and translation. So convolving a filter with a transformed image yields the same responses as first convolving the signal and then applying a transformation to that response. It turns out that the convolution (and reparametrizations of it) is the only linear map that commutes with translation.
Group convolution
We can extend the standard convolution by swapping the translation operator for another general transformation operator. We shall use the same notation L g to denote this more general transformation operator and thus Equation 2 does not change. The basic form of this new convolution can be seen as a collection of inner products between a signal and generically transformed filters, reminiscent of template matching in classical computer vision (Szeliski, 2011) .
Group Actions For the generalized convolution to maintain the equivariance property, we have to restrict the class of transformation operators. Following Cohen & Welling (2016a) we demand the following group properties. For all g, h, k ∈ G:
•
• Identity: there exists an e ∈ G such that L e [f ] = f .
• Inverses: for every L g there exists an
If the transformations satisfy these properties then they are called group actions and the set G is called a group. Typically, we ignore the notation g • h and just write gh. Note that we have presented the action as a map from functions to functions, but it can also be applied to points. For instance, we can define an action R R [x] = Rx, where R is a rotation matrix. We can then define the rotation of a function f : R 2 → R via the rotation of its domain
Here we have overloaded the notation R R to act on functions and points. It should be clear from context, which is which. Notice how when we bring the action inside the function to act on the domain, we use the inverse of the action on points. This maintains the relation R R R S = R RS :
Group convolutions Group convolutions G use group actions of the form
where:
They differ from Equation 2 in that the domain X of the signal and filter is not necessarily Z d . Recall, the domain of the response is the group G. Since we wish to concatenate multiple group convolutions to form a CNN, we typically have X = G. In and Weiler et al. (2018a) , the authors call X a homogeneous space. The roto-translation group In this paper, we focus primarily on the roto-translation group; although, our method is applicable to other group-structured transformations. The roto-translation group 2 is the group of all proper rigid-body transformations. Transforming a point x is performed as
where R is a rotation matrix and z is the translation vector. We treat the tuple g = (R, z) as a single element in the group G. We can also treat the roto-translation action as a composition of two actions: the rotation action R R [x] = Rx followed by the translation action
A handy representation of elements (R, z) is the homogeneous representation shown Equation 11, where 0 is an appropriately sized vector of zeros. In this representation, composition of transformations is matrix multiplication. Thus for group elements (R, z) and (S, x) we find the useful expressions
2 Also known as the Euclidean group
We can now use this knowledge to write down an explicit group convolution for roto-translation. In both convolutions we will explicitly separate out the filter rotation component, which we later intend to learn. There is one expression for the network input, where X = Z d , and another for intermediate activations, where X = G. For the input:
In the first line, we have written the group convolution of Equation 8, substituting in the roto-translation action of Equation 9. In the second line, we have rewritten this as a standard translational convolution with different rotated versions of the filters ψ. For the intermediate convolutions, the behavior is more sophisticated. Since the input activations live on the group, the filters also must live on the group and thus have a rotation and a translation 'axis' and are written ψ(S, x). In the following, we shall refer to ψ S (·) = ψ(S, ·) as a slice (see Figure 1 ):
Again in the first line we wrote out the convolution using the substitution of Equation 9 in 8. In the second line we notice that this convolution has two components i) for fixed S, we perform a standard translational convolution with feature map slice f S and an R-rotated filter slice ψ R −1 S , ii) we then sum over all responses from each slice. Notice that on top of the filter rotation we also permute the slices according to R −1 S, which we call a roll (see Figure 1 ), since in 2D this corresponds to a cyclic permutation of the slices. It is more complicated in higher dimensions, as shown in Worrall & Brostow (2018) .
The equivariance properties of this convolution are interesting. Input shifts induce shifts of the response. Rotations induce a more complex transformation. We visualize this transformation in Figure 1 . First of all, responses are rotated spatially within a slice by the same degree as the input rotation, and at the same time there is a rolling of the slices over the 'rotation-axis' of the response tensor. After one full turn the activations return to where they begun, tracing a corkscrew-like path through space.
Our presentation of the group convolution differs from previous works in that we present the group action as
). The difference between these two expressions is that in the first, we can transform both the pixel locations and values of a signal, but in the second we can only permute their locations. To demonstrate that this is a more accurate model of signal transformations consider the case where x is a point in the lattice
may not actually exist for general g-an example is where g represents a 45
• rotation. Here L −1
g [x] maps x to a point off the lattice and therefore cannot exist. To remedy this, we have two options: i) in Cohen & Welling (2016a) the authors opt not to allow transformations where g −1 x do not exist and focus on 90
• rotations, ii) in Bekkers et al. (2018) and Weiler et al. (2018b) the authors instead choose to use an interpolation function to perform filter rotation. This second method is the only satisfactory method to achieve equivariance at non-90
• rotations, but this is implementing
Method
In the following, we present a modified and expanded definition of the discrete group convolution, based of actions of the form
). We then set out the condition needed for this expanded definition to satisfy equivariance, namely that the action has to be unitary under the inner product of the convolution. We then explore what happens if we replace the group for an arbitrary non-group-structured set of transformations.
The Unitary Group Convolution
Our expanded definition of the group convolution uses function transformations of the form L g [f ] so that we have
This may look like a small change from Equation 8, but it heralds a shift in the nature of the group convolution. It turns out the proof of equivariance for the group convolution of Cohen & Welling (2016a) (see Supplementary material) no longer holds. We cannot prove equivariance of this new expression without an extra property. This property is unitarity of L g with respect to the inner product; that is
This leads to the proof of equivariance:
From the first to the second lines, we have used the unitarity property; from the second to third lines we have used the definition of the group convolution; and from the third to fourth lines we have used the fact that the group action on functions on the group is defined as
We call this version of the group convolution the unitary group convolution, to differentiate it from the regular group convolution of Equation 8.
Unitarity imposes a very intuitive constraint on the form of the group convolution. This constraint is that the response value at g matters only on the relative transformation between f and ψ, and is independent of their absolute transformations. Linking back to the group convolution of Cohen & Welling (2016a) , the inner product is automatically unitary if we choose the group action to be of the form
so this is a strict generalization of that work. By demanding unitarity, we see that we cannot use any interpolation method to impose filter transformations. Neither the bilinear interpolation of Bekkers et al. (2018) nor the Fourier-based interpolation of Weiler et al. (2018b) satisfy unitarity.
Representing Filter Spaces
We want to build a convolution without using a proper group, but an arbitrary discretization of a continuous group, which we denote asG. Thus we wish to approximate the equivariance properties of the unitary group convolution. This boils down to us having to find an approximate action L.
We choose to learn this action based on examples of images and their rotated versions. Furthermore, since we require a technique to rotate all filters independent of their particular values, what we are actually searching for is a technique to rotate an entire filter space. We choose to model filters ψ as living in a linear vector space spanned by a basis {e
, where x ∈G. Then each filter can be formed as a linear combination of the bases:
where
are the filter coefficients. As a shorthand, we will stack the basis into a vector e = [e 1 (x), ..., e N (x)] and the coefficients into a vectorψ = [ψ 1 , ...,ψ N ] , so that we can write ψ(x) =ψ e(x). Now if we apply an action to the filter, we have
where in the second equality we have imposed that the action be linear with respect to the input function. In fact linearity is not an extra condition, since unitary operators are always linear. So to transform a filter, we have to find the filter coefficientsψ in the original basis e(x) and change 
Save basis e the basis for its transformed version L g [e](x). If we can achieve this, then the filter coefficientsψ are invariant to the transformation. This is a generalized form of weight-tying.
The main problem now is to find a transformed basis L g [e](x). Instead of learning how to transform the basis, we choose to learn a separate basis for each transformation g. We denote this learned basis as e g (x), so
for allψ and g. Algorithmically this basis is used at training time as shown in Algorithm 1. Looking at Equation 15, we see that the roto-translation convolution contains two parts. One is a spatial rotation, the other is an axis roll. We know exactly how to perform an axis roll, but not how to perform the rotation. We opt to learn the rotation aspect only and hard-code the roll ourselves.
Learning To Rotate
Recall that the roto-translation convolution at the input and intermediate layers can be written
From these expressions, we see that the convolution is composed of translations, rotations and rolls. We know how to perform translations and rolls exactly, but not rotations. Thus we only need to learn how to rotate our bases, which we do by minimizing a sum of three losses (explained be-
Algorithmically this process is shown in Algorithm 2.
Orthogonality loss To encourage the learned basis to span the space of filters, we add an orthogonality loss
for each R-rotated version of the basis, where I is an identity matrix of size N × N , and N is number of basis rotations.
Equivariance loss We make use of the following fact
which is proven in the Supplementary material. This relationship shows that translationally convolving an S-rotated image R S [f ] with an R-rotated filter is the same as convolving the unrotated image f with an S −1 R-rotated filter and then rotating the responses by S. The usefulness of Equation 31 is that it connects filters at rotation R with filters at rotation S −1 R. Thus we can use it to learn rotated versions of filters. Since this expression is correct for any ψ, it must also be correct for any basis element e i . To learn a base element and its rotated versions we minimize an L1-loss
for all rotations S and R, all basis elements
, and all f in our training set. · 1 is the L1-norm. In practice, we sample angles S and R at random from the set of rotations (in our case S, R ∈ { πn 4 |n ∈ {0, ..., 7}}.
Reconstruction loss Finally, we find that an extra reconstruction loss helps in learning a basis. If we translationally convolve a signal f with a base element e i , we reconstruct the original signal by translationally convolving the response with the transposed filter (flipped in the x and y axes) (Dumoulin & Visin, 2016 ), which we denote asē i . The reconstruction does not work for any e i , but only for a subset of filters, known as self-adjoint. These are in fact unitary. The transpose convolution is denoted as: Z dē, where we only change the notation for the basis, because when the convolution is viewed as a matrix multiplication, the transpose convolution operation, given the same filters, is equivalent to transposing the matrix of the filters (Dumoulin & Visin, 2016) . If the reconstruction task works then e i convolved with its transposeē i should result in a Dirac delta, so we have that e i Z dē i = δ(0). This allows us to find the following expression
For the reconstruction loss, we found a sum over the different basis elements leads to stabler optimization:
Implementation details
Imposing Extra Constraints We do not need to learn how to rotate at every angle, since we can rotate by 90
• perfectly due to the square symmetry of the grid. We thus only learn to rotate in the range [0 • , 90
• ) and populate all other filters, by exactly rotating our learned filters afterwards.
Convolving using a basis Once we have learned a basis, we implement the unitary group-like convolution as
Rotating images To train the equivariance loss and the reconstruction loss, we still have to perform a spatial rotation of the feature maps. We do this using a Gaussian interpolator with width σ = 0.5 and a kernel of size 3. Due to the fact that, when rotating an image, we have to interpolate values outside of the image grid, when we compute either the equivariance or the reconstruction, we crop 1 4 of the feature maps on all sides.
Experiments and Results
We present our results on some basic benchmarks. We demonstrate competitive classification performance on the CIFAR-10 image recognition dataset, and compare the equivariance properties of activations from different models.
CIFAR-10
We run a simple test on the CIFAR-10 classification benchmark (Krizhevsky, 2009) to check that our network is able to produce comparable results to standard baselines. We compare against a standard CNN (CONV), a group CNN with a random basis (RANDOM), a group CNN with a Fourier-basis as per Weiler et al. (2018b) (WEILER), a group CNN with a Gaussian-interpolated basis (GAUSSIAN), and a group CNN with a bilinear-interpolated basis (BILINEAR). For the last two interpolated basis methods, we also need a 'zeroorientation' basis to rotate, so we use one of our learned bases. We also compare three versions of our learned basis: a basis learned at all angles (FULL), a basis learned in the range 0 • − 90
• and manually rotated to the other angles (PARTIAL), and an overcomplete basis (OVERCOMPLETE) learned at all angles with 3 times as many base elements.
Our model, detailed in the Appendix, is an All-CNN-C-like (Springenberg et al., 2014) architecture. For all our experiments we used |G| = 8, meaning we have 8 orientations of the basis, at multiples of 45 degrees. We used the AMSGrad variant of Adam (Reddi et al., 2018) as the optimizer and we trained for 100 epochs at learning rate 10 −3 and weight decay 10 −6 . We use a minibatch size of 100. For data augmentation, we use random flips, color normalization and random translations of at most 4 pixels.
Accuracy: CIFAR-10
The accuracy results can be seen in Table 1 . When using no augmentation, we can see that interestingly, the random baseline performs very well. Among interpolation methods, ours performs best. Moreover, the difference between translation and roto-translational model increases as we add rotation augmentation to the dataset. The key message we learn from this is that our learned filter basis is competitive with other baseline methods. We can see, by comparison, that there is an overall decrease in performance from the column with no augmentation to the column with full data augmentation. We hypothesize that CIFAR-10 contains an orientation bias (e.g. the sky is always up). As a result, the non roto-equivariant models need extra capacity to learn object classifications at all angles, when the roto-equivariant models have this already built in.
Testing equivariance
Test error fluctuations One test of equivariance is to monitor how test error fluctuates as a function of input rotation. For this we followed a similar procedure to Weiler et al. (2018b) and trained all models on the MNIST and CIFAR-10 classification benchmarks. We also trained the PARTIAL model using various amounts of data augmentation: rotations at multiples of 90
• , 45
• or rotations at all angles in [0 • , 360 • ), which we call 'full augmentation'. We plot the test error against input image rotation of the test set in Figures 2 and 3 . Our models are shown in solid lines (pink/brown). The dashed lines show translational models and the dotted-and-dashed lines show competing group convolutional models using handcrafted interpolation methods.
In Figures 2 we see that our PARTIAL method performs best over all runs. At its worst it has a ∼ 2% error increase over its best error on MNIST and 20% on CIFAR-10. By comparison, the other interpolation methods suffer from a 7 − 10% error increase on MNIST and 30 − 40% error increase on CIFAR-10. Interestingly, the fully learned basis does not perform well. We posit that small asymmetries in the fully learned basis may be exploited during training time to overfit on a single input orientation. Further evidence to support this is shown in Figure 4 , where we demonstrate that the fully learned basis has poor equivariance error compared to models with exact equivariance to 90
• rotations, such as the PARTIAL model. In Figure 3 we see that the more augmentation we add into the training set, the more equivariant our model becomes, while also increasing in performance at intermediate angles, between multiples of 45
• . The graph also shows that, for MNIST, the accuracy on the unrotated validation set increases with data augmentation, while on CIFAR-10, the highest accuracy does not change. An exception to this is when adding only 90
• augmentation, which results in no improvement since PARTIAL is already equivariant to 90
• rotations.
Activation robustness Another way to test for equivariance is to measure fluctuations in the activations under rotation of the input. For this, we took trained networks and fed in pairs of test images. Each pair of test images
consists of the same image but at different angles defined by R and S. To measure the equivariance error, we then have to 'rectify' the activations by transforming one of them, say the second image's activations a S , by R RS −1 . We use is the squared normalized L 2 -error metric
where k is the channel number. We set R = 0 and average this loss over N images and all angles S in the set of rotations, where N R is number of rotations, so Figure 2 . Validation error of a set of models on MNIST (top) and CIFAR-10 (bottom) when we rotate the validation set at different angles. We see similar behaviors in both datasets. Notably, the PARTIAL method performs best.
We show the errors per layer in Figure 4 . We see that the PARTIAL method performs best. We also see that the FULL method is similar to the PARTIAL method in terms of equivariance error for the first two layers. We suspect small asymmetries in the FULL basis make the errors build up over depth, so that at the final layer the equivariance loss reaches the same values as the BILINEAR or GAUSSIAN methods. Our experiments demonstrate that with a finite number of rotations we can achieve good equivariance properties.
Related Work
There are a number of recent works on group convolutions, these are: continuous roto-translation in 2D (Worrall et al., 2017) and 3D (Weiler et al., 2018a; Thomas et al., 2018) and discrete roto-translations in 2D (Cohen & Welling, 2016a; Weiler et al., 2018b; Bekkers et al., 2018; Hoogeboom et al., 2018) and 3D (Worrall et al., 2017) , continuous rotations on the sphere (Esteves et al., 2018; Cohen et al., 2018) , in-plane reflections (Cohen & Welling, 2016a) . All of these works use handcrafted filter transformations. The closest to ours are Bekkers et al. (2018) and Weiler et al. (2018b) who handcraft interpolation methods to deal with post hoc discretization of the roto-translation group. Sabour et al. (2017) and Hinton et al. (2018) are the only other known works by the authors, where equivariance is learned as part of the objective function. Jacobsen et al. (2016) and Weiler et al. (2018b) both represent filters using smooth bases to rotate filters by discrete angles; whereas Worrall et al. (2017) , Weiler et al. (2018a) , , and Thomas et al. (2018) use the steerability properties of harmonic bases to achieve continuous equivariance. The original work on steerable bases was performed by Freeman & Adelson (1991) and later formalized by Teo & Hel-Or (1997) . In a different line of work Stanley et al. (2019) propose the HyperNEAT framework, which is an evolutionary algorithm for learning structured network weights. HyperNEAT has the capacity for learning invariances, but it could possibly achieve this without the need for weight-tying. Nonetheless, there is no explicit mechanism encouraging the framework to learn equi/invariance to symmetries in the input.
Discussion and Future Works
We have shown that post hoc discretization introduces asymmetries in group CNNs and we have tackled this by learning how to rotate filters. We showed that this give us comparable if not better performance on standard benchmarks and that this greatly improves robustness properties of group CNNs to input transformations. At the moment, the pipeline we have constructed is not an end-to-end learning system. Instead, we have to learn the bases offline, and then learn the filter coefficient afterwards. It would be most desirable for us to be able to construct a framework where we could learn both jointly, perhaps in the same vein as capsule networks (Sabour et al., 2017) . It would also be interesting to see whether we could learn other kinds of transformation, such as scalings or affine warps, under post hoc discretization of non-compact groups, which to date have not be researched in great depth. Ideally, in the future, we should not even have to specify the exact mechanism of transformation but it would be desirable to learn the symmetries automatically. Figure 4 . Per layer equivariance loss of the models in the baseline. We see that as the network depth increases all of the equivariance losses also increase. The handcrafted interpolation methods have higher error than the learned ones and this is most pronounced at the input to the network. Among the learned methods, the PARTIAL one performs per than the FULL method. We suspect that small asymmetries in the fully learned basis are exploited at training time to overfit to an orientation bias in the data.
To date, the authors are not aware of any literature, where a CNN learns symmetries in the task from an equivariance standpoint.
Conclusion
In this work we have made two main contributions. The first was a generalization of the discrete group convolution of Cohen & Welling (2016a) to allow for convolutions over groups, where the transformation operator applied to the kernel is allowed to be more complicated than a simple permutation of the pixel locations. This new model allows for pixel interpolation and is thus suited for non-90
• filter rotations. For this generalized group convolution to work, we noted that the transformations have to be unitary under the inner product of the convolution. This indicated that prior works where filters are rotated using bilinear/Fourier-based interpolation do not satisfy the condition of equivariance.
Our second contribution was to introduce a method to learn how to rotate filters, to deal with post hoc discretization artifect. This method represents filters as linear combinations of basis filters. To rotate a filter, we swap the basis for a learned, rotated version of the basis. As such, this corresponds to a generalized version of weight-tying. We showed that this method produces competitive accuracy on the CIFAR-10 image recognition benchmark against matched architectures. We also showed that this method outperforms all other methods for representation stability.
From line 1 to 2 we used the definition
); from line 2 to 3 we performed as change of variables x = L −1 t [x] or equally x = L t [x ]; from line 3 to 4 we applied the composition rule for actions; from line 4 to 5 we used the rule (ab) −1 = b −1 a −1 and in the remaining lines we used the definitions of the group convolution and actions.
B. The Equivariance Loss
In the equivariance loss we make use of the following statement
The derivation is as follows. We begin by noting that the roto-translation operator can be written L R,z = T z R R , where T z is the translation operator and R R is the rotation operator. Then we consider the convolution of an S-rotated image R S [f ] and filters ψ
which constitutes the LHS of the expression. Now for the RHS. 
which constitutes the RHS of the expression.
C. Architecture Table 2 . The architectures of the translational and roto-translational equivariant models. After every convolution we place a batch normalization layer and a ReLU nonlinearity. Across the two models we have fixed the number of channels, such that the number of parameters is roughly the same. 'convN ' stands for a standard translational convolution of size N × N and 'GconvN ' stands for a roto-translational group convolution. Horizontal lines correspond to max pooling of kernel size 2 and stride 2. The global max pool corresponds to a max pool over the spatial dimensions and the orientation dimensions of the activation tensor.
TRANSLATIONAL ROTO-TRANSLATIONAL conv3-96 Gconv-33 conv3-96
Gconv-33 conv3-96 Gconv-67 global max pool global max pool softmax-layer softmax-layer C.1. Visualization of bases and reconstructions Figure 8 . A set of 2 pairs from the reconstruction task, when training the basis. The loss is normalized to the scale of the loss, otherwise it would be too small to distinguish anything. Figure 9 . A set of 10 pairs from the reconstruction task, when training the basis. The columns represent in order: the input, the target, the reconstruction, the loss.
